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The present invention pertains in general to 
pressure iiuid actuated tools and more particu 
larly to Ysuch tools embodying a reciprocating 
member such, for example, as a portable filing 
tool. I 

It is an object of the invention to provide in a 
pressure fluid operated too1 having a recipro 
cating piston or the like, novel valve means for 
controlling the admission and exhaust of fluid 
which effectually eliminates stalling of the too1 
or tendency to stall. ` 
A more speciñc object is to provide means 

utilizing movement of the reciprocating mem 
ber of the tool to initiate movement of a valve 
element and utilizing the action of pressure fluid 
to complete such movement. 
A further object is to provide novel means 

whereby the length of the stroke of the recipro 
cating element can be varied. 

Still another object lies in the provision of a 
novel pressure iluid actuated tool of the aforesaid 
character which is eiheient in operation and per 
mits of economical manufacture. 
The objects of the invention thus generally 

set forth, together with other objects and ancil 
lary advantages are attained by the construc 
tion and arrangement shown by way of illustra 
tion in the accompanying drawings in which: 
Figure 1 is a central longitudinal section 

through a ñling tool embodying the instant in 
vention. 

Figure 2 is a fragmentary central longitudinal 
section simil-ar to Fig. l but illustrating different 
relative positions of the tool components. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary central longitudinal 
section taken substantially in the plane of line 
3--3 in Fig. 1 but showing still other relative po 
sitions of too1 components. 

Fig. 'i is a fragmentary central longitudinal 
section similar to Fig. 3 but on an enlarged scale 
and showing still different component relation 
ships. 

Fig. 5 is a transverse section taken substan 
tially in the plane of line 5-5 in Fig.- 2. 

Fig. 6 is a transverse section taken substan 
tially in the plane of line 6-6 in Fig. 4. 
While the invention is susceptible of various 

modiilcations and alternative constructions, there 
is shown in the drawings and will herein be de 
scribed in detail the preferred embodiment, but 
it is to be understoodthat it it not thereby in 
tended to limit the invention to the form` dis 
closed, but it is intended to cover all modifica 
tions and. alternative constructions falling within 
the spirit and scope of the invention as expressed 
in the appended claims. I " 

The embodiment of the invention shown in 
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the accompanying drawings comprises a portable 
filing tool. However, it’will be readily apparent 
that the invention can be incorporated in other 
similar pressure fluid operated tools as Well. As 
shown, the instant too1 includes an elongated 
housing or barrel I0 deñning a cylinder I2, the 
rear end of which is closed by la too1 head |41. The 
latter is secured. to the barrel `by a collar I3. 
The forward end of the barrel I0 has a. bore 
therethrough coaxially disposed with respect to 
the cylinder I2 within which is received a linerA 
I5. - 

Disposed Within the barrel is the reciprocating; 
member of the too1 which, in this instance, in 
cludes a piston I6 which is received in the cyl-y 
inder I2 eiîectually dividing it into forward andi 
rear chambers I8 and I9, respectively, and a. 
piston rod I'I. The piston is rigidly secured'. 
to the rear end of ,the` rod I'I and the latterv 
extends forwardly therefrom into the liner I5.. 
The piston rod I1 is of tubular form having an. 
axial bore Ila therethrough, the outer end of 
which is adapted to receive the shank of a ille F‘, 
and a set screw S is provided adjacent the outer 
end of the piston rod Il for engagement with 
the shank to clamp the same in the bore I la. 
The barrel I0 and the liner I5 are` provided with 
registering slots I0a and I5a, respectively, for 
the reception of the head of the set screw. The 
slots thus serve as a guide for the` reciprocating 
member and the ñle F secured thereinI prevent 
ing rotation of the same relative to the barrel I0. 
Pressure fluid is suppliedto the tool from any 

suitable source (not shown) by way of a fitting 
20 received in a passage 2| in the tool head I4 
and is under the control of a throttle valve 22. 
The throttle valve 22 is disposed in a transverse 
bore 24 adjacent the rear end of the tool head 
I4. It includes a sleeve 25 closely fitted in the 
bore 24, and a spring-biased plunger 26 shiftable 
axially within the sleeve. The throttle valve is 
operated by a leverl 28 pivoted for engagement 
with the end of the plunger 26 and conveniently 
disposed along the tool head for actuation by the 
hander fingers of an operator using the tool. 
In accordance with the invention, a novel re 

versing valve mechanism 30 is provided for con 
trolling ̀ the admission and exhaust of ñuid to the 
forward and rear-cylinder chambers I8 and I9 
to produce reciprocation of the piston and vwhich 
is constructed and varranged `so that stalling or 
tendency of the too1 to stall is eifectually elimi 
nated. More specifically, the valve mechanism 
30 utilizes the movement of the reciprocating 
member of the too1 through the medium of springs 
to initiate shifting of‘a movable valving element 
thereof, such shifting being completed by the ac 
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tion of live pressure iiuid on the movable valving 
element. 
In the present instance, the valve mechanism 

30 includes an annular bushing 32 having an 
axial bore 33 slidable within which ̀is a sleeve or 
spool valve 34 and a valve stem 36. To receive the 
valve mechanism 30 the tool head I4 is provided 
with a stepped bore 31, the outer end of which 
is of a diameter to snugly receive the bushing 32, 
the latter being retained therein> by means of an 
end plate 33. The end plate 38 has a central 
aperture 39 therein to permit passage of the valve 
stem 36 but which is of a diameter less than th'at 
of the valve 34. Thus, the end plate‘serves addí` 
tionally as a forward limiting abutment for the 
valve 34. The inner end of the stepped bore 3l 
is also of a diameter less than that of the valve 
34; thus, there is provided a shoulder 31a which' 
serves to limit rearward valve movement. 
Pressure fluid is supplied to the valve> mecha-_ 

ni-smA 30 from the throttle valve 22 by way'of a 
passagev 40 in the tool head i4 which registers 
with apassage 454 inv they bushing 3_2. To afford 
communication» with the interior of the bushing, 
iï. e’. the bore 3.3,V and hence with the valvev 34, the 
bushing 32 is provided with a pair of transverse 
slots 42 and 43 which areof a depth to intersect 
the passage 4l and the axial passage 33 through 
thevbushing'; ri‘he transverse slots 42 and 43 are 
equally spaced from the ends of the bushing. 
To permit exhaust of spent fluid, the bushing 

32 has provided therein a pair of slots 44 and 43 
which are located in the sidev of thejbu'shing _op 
posite the slots 42 and' 43, but are disposed in 
more closelyspa'c'ed relation. These slots too inu 
tersect theY axial passage 33 through the bushing 
andcommunicate with the atmosphere by w'ay of 
aïpassageí`43 in the bushing which registers with 
an exhaust passage 41 in the tool head i4@ 
The valve 34"is 'of' a length less than that ofthe 

bushing 32', such length being determined by the 
spacing of the slots 42 and 43 tov the' end't'hat 
when the valve is in its forwardV position the slot 
43 yis fully'unco'vere’d and the slot 42 is closed, and 
conversely, when it is in its rear positionthe slot 
4'3‘Y is closed and the slot 42v is fully opened. 
Centrally of' its limit positions the valve closes 
both slots'. 
Intermediate its' ends the valve 34 isprovided 

with two peripheral grooves 48" and 49 which; in 
turn, communicate with the ends of the' valve by 
way of pairs of passages> 56 and 5l, respectively. 
The grooves are disposed so that with the valve 
in its rearm’ost position, the groove 43 registers 
with the bushing slot 45" and the slot 44'is closed. 
Conversely, with the valve'in its forward position 
the slot 45 is closed and the groove 43- registers 
with the slot 44. . 
With the valve 34'in its rearmost position as 

shown in Fig. l, pressure iiuid is admitted from 
the supply passages`4û' and 4l through the vbush 
ing slot 42 into the forward end" of the'bore 33 
andthence by way of the'end'plate aperture 36 
into the cylinder chamberV lâ‘behind'thepiston 
i6 to force the 'piston' on‘its'forward’strolie At 
the same time spent fluid from the chamber i3 
ahead of the piston lë‘is exhausted. For this 
purpose, the valve’stem 36'is'made of tubular 
form and is extended within the piston rod bore 
ila through the piston4 I6.> It has a passage 52 
therethrough which communicates with the 
chamber i3 by means ofports 53 adjacent the 
forward end of the stem 36.' The passage 52 is 
connected with the chamber comprising the inner 
end of the bore‘33 by wayof ports 33 disposed 
adjacent. the rear end" ofthe stem.' Fromthe 
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latter chamber spent fluid passes by way of the 
passages 5| and rthe groove 49 in the valve 34, 
the slot 45 and the passage 46 in the bushing 32 
and thence to the atmosphere through the ex 
haust passage 41 in the tool head I4. . . 
In carrying out the invention; the piston rod 

Il together with the valve stem 36 through the 
use of springs is utilized to initiate shifting of 
the valve 34, this initial movement being suffi» 
cient to carry the valve through its intermediate 
or stall position wherein it closes oiî both the 
supply slots 42'and 43. To this end the valve 
stem has fixed therein adjacent its ends laterally 

Y extending pins Eiland 6|, respectively. The pro 
jecting ends of the pin 60 are received in a lon 
gitudinally extending- slot 62 in the piston rod I1, 
the length of which is equal to the full stroke 
length of the tool. Supported by the stem 36 
and interposed between the pin 6I and the _rear 
end of, the valve' 3_4 is a spring 6_4, .Adjacent the 
forwardend of the v_valve is' asimilar spring 65 
which is maintained vin such position by a snap 
ring 66, the latter in turn being received ina 
peripheral groove provided therefor in thestem 
34. As the reciprocating member of the tool 
approachesl the limit of its lìforwardstrcgke, the 
valve 34 being in the position v_shown ,in Fig., 1 
and pressure iiuidbeing admitted >and spentiiuid 
being exhausted as hereinbeforeset'` forth; the 
pin Bil is engaged by the rearmend of the' slotV 62 
thus moving the stem 36 forwardly,> ySuch mo 
tioncauses the spring 64 to become-,compressed 
until it exerts a force on _the'reary end o__f the valve 
34 greater than that exerted on _the forward end 
of the valve by live pressure iiuid entering from 
thev slot 42. Forward movement of thevalve is 
therefore initiated> to close off> the’slotu42 (Fig.v 2) 
and then partially uncover the slot,43 `(Figfïi). 
Pressure> fluid ,entering through.'y the slot 4,63 acts 
on the rear end of the valve 34 to complete its 
forward movement. . , , , . _, 

With the valve 34 in its full forward position, 
pressure fiuid is admitted` to move the piston’ on 
its yrearward stroke by way of theslot'43, the 
chamber comprising the rear end of the bore 31, 
the valve stem ports 54, Dassageßäzfand ports 
53 into the cylinder chamber I8, Spent pressure 
fluid is exhausted fromthe chamber l!!l by _way 
of the end plate aperture 39, the valve passages 
53 and groove 48, the bushing slot 44andpas' 
sage 43 to the exhaust passage 41 in the tool 
head I4'. ._v, , _, .y 

As the reciprocating Vmember approaches the 
limit of its rearward stroke, the pin 60 is en 
gaged by the forward end. of' the slot |52,V thus 
moving the stem 36 rearwardly_compressingithe 
spring 65 until it exerts a force on the forward 
en_d of the valve 34 greater than that: exerted on 
its rear end by the actio'n‘of liveïpressuregñuid 
entering by way of the slot 43. Rearward move 
ment of the valve is thus begun to close oiï the 
slot 43 and then to partially uncover, the slot 42. 
Pressure fluid enteringby way Vof the slot'42 then 
acts on the forward .end rof the’valve and’ com 
pletes its rearward movement. p . 
>The valve 34 is _thus again. in the position 
shown in Fig’pl permittingthe cycle of oper 
ation, including a complete forward and rear 
ward stroke of the reciprocating member, to be 
repeated. . 

Anotherimportan't?feature of the present in# 
vention liesliriV the’provision of'meansfor short 
ening the length of the strokeof the reciprocat 
lng member of the tool, thus lpermittingits use 
in places where a long stroke tool 'fcould not‘be 
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used. To this end, the means provided is effec 
tive to produce a change of time relation between 
the reciprocating member and the shifting of the 
valve mechanism 30. In other terms, by short 
ening the length of travel of the reciprocating 
member relative to the valve stern 36, the latter 
is actuated sooner thus initiating an earlier 
shift of the valve 34. In the present instance, 
this is accomplished through the provision 0f an 
adjusting screw 10, which is disposed intermedi 
ate the ends of the piston rod bore Ila behind 
the shank of the file F. Normally the screw 
is positioned so that it terminates just short of 
the slot 62, so that full use is made of the avail 
able lost motion in the pin and slot connection 
B0, 62. By moving the screw rearwardly, its end 
becomes positioned to engage the end of the valve 
stem 31 as the reciprocating member moves on 
its rearward stroke. Upon its engagement with 
the end of the valve stein a rearward movement 
of the stem 36 is produced thereby compressing 
the spring 65 with the resulting rearward shift 
of the valve 34 as previously described. The 
engagement of the screw and the valve stem thus 
takes the place of the engagement of the pin 60 
and the end of the slot 62. 

It will be apparent that this action results in 
the accomplishment of a complete cycle of opera 
tion, a forward and a rearward stroke, in a 
shorter length of time than with a longer or full 
stroke length. In other words, with the pressure 
fluid supply remaining constant, as the stroke 
length is shortened, the frequency of strokes is 
increased. Thus the filing speed remains sub 
stantially constant, i. e. the same amount of ñle 
surface passes over a given point on a workpiece 
in the same time interval. 
From the foregoing, therefore, it can be seen 

that stalling or any tendency to stall is effec 
tually eliminated in a pressure fluid actuated 
tool constructed in accordance with the present 
invention. By utilizing movement of the recip 
rocating member of the tool, through the medium 
of springs, the valving element controlling the 
admission and exhaust of fluid is prevented from 
coming to rest in a position in which the pressure 
fluid supply to both ends of the tool’s cylinder 
is interrupted. The provision of means for vary 
ing the stroke length of the tool While maintain 
ing a substantially constant filling speed en 
hances the tool’s versatility. And the simplicity 
of construction and arrangement of its compo 
nents permits economical manufacture. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A pressure fluid actuated tool comprising, in 

combination, a housing deñning a cylinder and 
a valve chamber coaxially alined with said cylin 
der, a piston disposed within said cylinder, a 
piston rod rigid with said piston, a valve includ 
ing an annular bushing coaxially disposed with 
respect to said cylinder within said valve chamber 
and having a supply passage therein for commu 
nication with a source of pressure fluid and an 
exhaust passage therein for communication with 
the atmosphere and also having sets of supply 
and exhaust ports therein affording communica 
tion betwen said bushing passages and the inte 
rior of said bushing, a hollow valving element 
shiftable within said bushing between limit 
positions for alternately connecting said sets of 
ports with said cylinder on opposite sides of said 
piston to effect reciprocation thereof, a hollow 
valve stem having one end extending axially 
through said valving element, a pair of springs 
supported on said stem on opposite sides of said 
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valving element, and means supported on the 
other end of said stem and engageable by said 
piston rod so that as said piston and rod approach 
the limits of a stroke said means is engaged to 
move the stem in the direction of motion of the 
rod to compress one of said springs whereby 
shifting of said valving element is initiated to 
close off one of said sets of supply and exhaust 
ports and partially open the supply port of the 
other of said sets of ports, pressure fluid admitted 
through the latter port acting on said valving 
element to complete its shift into its opposite 
limit position, said hollow valve stem affording 
communication between one of said sets of ports 
and one end of said cylinder. 

2. A pressure fluid actuated tool comprising, in 
combination, a cylinder, a piston disposed within 
said cylinder, a hollow piston rod rigid with said 
piston and having a longitudinal slot therein 
intermediate its ends, a valve including an annu 
lar bushing fixed in said tool head bore in coaxi 
ally alined relation with said cylinder having a 
supply passage therein for communication with 
a pressure fluid source and an exhaust passage 
therein for communication with the atmosphere, 
said bushing also having sets of supply and ex 
haust ports therein affording communication be 
tween said bushing passages and the interior of 
said bushing, a hollow valving element shiftable 
within said bushing between limit positions for 
alternately connecting said sets of ports with 
said cylinder on opposite sides of said piston to 
effect reciprocation thereof, a valve stem having 
one end extending axially through said valving 
element and the other end received in said piston 
rod, a pair of springs supported on said stem 
on opposite sides of said valving element, a pin 
fixed adjacent the other end of said stem and 
received in said piston rod slot and normally 
engageable in the ends of the slot as the piston 
approaches its stroke limits to move the stem in 
the direction of motion of the rod to compress 
one of said springs whereby shifting of said 
valving element is initiated to close off one of’ 
said sets of ports and partially open the supply 
port of the other of said sets of ports, pressure 
fluid admitted through the latter port acting on 
said valving element to complete its shift into 
its opposite limit position, and an adjusting 
screw supported in said piston rod and movable 
axially therein to engage the end of said stem 
prior to the engagement of the end of the piston 
rod slot and pin whereby the stroke length of 
the piston and rod can be shortened. 

ERNEST H. SHAFF. 
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